
The first comment period in connection with the federal
environmental review for the proposed Raven coal mine at
Fanny Bay is now under way, with a deadline of
September 20, 2010.

The background documents, which were posted to the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA)
website on August 6, describe the project but, according to
the citizens’ group Coalwatch Comox valley, leave many
questions unanswered.

This first  comment period ‘of several’ is intended to
assist the agency in identifying ‘which aspects of the
project and its potential effects on the environment are of
concern to ensure that those issues are identified for
consideration in the assessment’.

The project is also subject to review under the BC
Environmental Assessment Act;  an order confirming this
was issued August 12, 2009 but no project description or
public comment  invitation has yet been filed.

Background information
The background information published on the CEAA

website (reference number 10-03-55529; Raven
Underground Coal Project) describes a project with a
surface footprint of about 200 hectares, which would
produce about 44 million metric tones of raw coal and
rock over about 20 years. This means an average of 2.2
million tonnes per year, of which 1.0 to 1.5 million tones
would be saleable coal. The remainder, over the life of the
mine, would be 1 million cubic metres of ‘fine rejects’ and
9 million cubic metres of ‘coarse rejects’.

Compliance Coal Corporation (doing business as the
Comox Joint Venture) says that the majority of the surface
development would take place within the Cowie Creek
drainage basin; Cowie Creek flows into Fanny Bay on
Baynes Sound.

The coal from the mine would be transported by truck
on existing highways 80km to Port Alberni, where
Compliance will upgrade shipping facilities to load the coal
into ships for shipment offshore.

The federal environmental review must consider any
changes that the project will make to the environment
(‘environmental effect’) (including effects on listed species
or their habitat under the Species at Risk Act), effects on
health and socio-economic conditions, physical and
cultural heritage, the current use of lands and resources
for traditional purposes by aboriginal persons, or ‘any
structure, site or thing that is of historical, archeological,
paleontological or architectural significance’.

A third consideration  is ‘any change to the project that
may be caused by the environment, whether any such
change or effect occurs within or outside Canada.’

Drinking water a major concern
The major public concerns that have so far been raised

are the effect of the proposed mine on the groundwater
supply, which is the potable water supply for the Fanny
Bay area. Several groups have insisted that a full mapping
of the aquifers in the area be done prior to any
environmental assessment. 

Another concern is surface water contamination. Cowie
Creek and other nearby watercourses flow into Baynes
Sound, a major location for much of BC’s shellfish
production.

Truck transport questioned
The area close to the mine is primarily residential and

tourist-oriented, and the effect of mining activity, in terms
of water supply, coal dust, pollution, and truck traffic gives
rise to the major concerns of local residents. In addition,
the use of large trucks to transport volumes of coal, day
and night, over the highway to Port Alberni raises
questions about safety and the upkeep of the road. In Port
Alberni, there are concerns around truck traffic and coal
dust from ship loading.

The federal study should examine, besides the ‘need for
the project’ and the direct environmental effects, possible
alternatives and mitigation measures. More details of the
items to be considered will be found in the ‘Background
Information’ on the CEAA website. Useful additional
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information, maps, etc. can be found in the February 2010
‘Addendum’ document.

For individuals or organizations wishing to participate
in the environmental assessment, participant funding will
be available. 0
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